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LOCAL ERGODICITY OF NONPOSITIVE CONTRACTIONS

ON C(X)

ROBERT E. ATALLA

Abstract. Let Tbe an operator on C( X), Xcompact, with \\T\\ < 1, and suppose T

has a nowhere vanishing invariant function if/'1. The operator R defined by Rf =

T(f\¡¿~')\¡¿ is (a) "locally" a Markov operator, and (b) (locally) strongly ergodic iff T

is. This is used to prove Sine's local strong ergodicity theorem without assuming that

T is positive.

1. Introduction. C(X) will stand for the scalar valued continuous functions on X,

where the scalar field can be taken as either the real or complex numbers, and F will

be a linear operator with || FII < 1. Let T* be the adjoint of F and write

F(T)= {/GC(A-):F/ = /}    and    F(T*) = [m G C(X)* : T*m = m).

T is called strongly ergodic if there exists a projection P such that THf-*Pf

(/G C(X)), where T„ = (\/n)(I +■■■ +T"~]).

Let M = closure U {supp(| m\): m G F(T*)}. Since, as we shall prove, f\ M = 0

implies Tf\ M = 0, F induces in a natural way an operator F0 on C(M) [A, S3].

Namely, iff G C(M), let/G C(X) be any extension off, and define F0/= Tf\ M.

Fis called locally strongly ergodic if F0 is strongly ergodic on C(M).

We shall later refer to Sine's criterion for ergodicity of a linear contraction R on a

Banach space B [S2]: R is strongly ergodic iff F(R) separates F(R*), i.e., if p and q

are distinct elements of F(R*), then there exists/in F(R) such that /»(/) # ?(/)•

More generally this result holds if R satisfies

(I) IIRJK*   (w=l,2,...)    and    (l/n)||H"|| - 0.

(See [LI] and, for a simplified proof, [Sa].)

We find it convenient to state the separation criterion in a somewhat different

form. Since F(R*) is a linear space, the criterion is equivalent to saying that if p is a

nonzero element of F(R*), then there exists /in F(R) with p(f) ¥= 0. Hence R is

strongly ergodic iff the only element of F(R*) which annihilates F(R) is 0, i.e., iff

F(R*) n F(R)J-= (0), where F(R)X= [m in R* : m(/) = 0 for all/in F(R)}.

2. Preliminaries. The Radon-Nikodym derivative defined in 2.1 below was intro-

duced in [F-R] for the special case where T2 = F. Lemma 2.2 is a generalization of

Lemma 1.2 in §1 of [F-R].
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2.1. Definition. Let F^(T*) be the closed unit ball of F(T*), and let ext F^T*) he

the set of extreme points. If m G ext FX(T*), let (pm = dm/d | m \ , so dm = <pm d \ m \ ,

with || mil = II | w | II = 1. (Note that | <pm |= 1 \m\ -a.e. and d\m\= <pm dm.)

2.2. Lemma. Suppose f is in F(T) and m is in ext FX(T*). Then f — (ffdm)<pm

| m | -a.e.

Proof. First we show that/m is constant | m \ -a.e. (where <p = <pm). If not, then for

some real c, the sets A = [x : Re( f(x)(p(x)) > c} and B = X\A are not | m | -null,

say t =\m\ (A) and 1 — t —\m\ (B), where 0 < t < 1. Then

m = Am \a/')  +  0   ~ 0(* lfl/0   - 0)  = "«I  + (1   - 0™2-

and, for n > 1,

(*) m = Tf*m = tTn*mx + (l-t)Tn*m2.

By weak-* compactness of the unit ball in C( X)*, there exists /», and p2 and nets

t7,?«,)'",}, {F*(a)w2} with T*{a)mx - /», and T*a)m2 - /»2. From (*) we get

(**) m = tpx+(l-t)p2       (/»,,/», G F,(F*)).

We now show that />, ^=/»2, contrary to extremeness of m. Clearly Tn,a)f = f on

supp(| m |) and, hence,

/»,(/) = lim T*a)(m\A/t)(f) = limm\A(Tn(a)f)/t

\   r 1   /■
= limw^ (f)/t = -J fdm = -J f<pd\m\ .

Since Re(/<p) ^conA and | m \ \A/t is a probability measure, we have Re(/»,(/)) s*

c. Likewise Re(/72(/)) < c and, hence,/», ¥=/»2.

Thus for some k,f — k<p \ m \ -a.e. But k = fk d\m\= ff<p d\m\= ¡fdm.
2.3. Remark. It follows that if there exists/in C(X) as in 2.2 and ¡fdm ¥^ 0, then

we may assume <pm is continuous on supp(| m \) and vanishes off this set.

2.4. Example. Lemma 2.2 can fail if F is not a contraction. For example, let

X — {1,2}, so C(X) is (algebraically) the same as either R2 or C2. We define F by

the matrix [J/yl "$], i.e., T*8X = ^0, - ^82 and F*ô2 = ^ô, + |ô2 (where 8] =

Dirac mass at 1, etc.). Then

F(T) = [x[_l/2] : x scalar},   F(T*) = (x(f, =f ) : x scalar},

and an extreme in FX(T*) is w = (7, ^). Then ym — [_\], which bears no relation to

the invariant function/(l) = 1, /(2) = ^.

2.5. Lemma. Assume there exists a in E(T) such that a ¥= 0 on M. If m is in

ext F|(F*), then x in supp(| m \) implies supp(F*ôx) C supp(| m \). (We shall write

tx = T*8X.)

Proof. If not, let y he in supp(| tx |)\supp(| m \) and choose / in C(X) with

0 </< 1, /= 1 on supp(| m |), and f(y) < 1. Let gm he a continuous extension of

9m|supp(|w|)  to  all  X such  that   |gM|<l.   Since  |/(y)gm(y) |< 1,  we  have
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T( fgm)(x) I = I ffgm dtx \<l- Since x is in SUPP(I m D» we have

fHfgJdm <\m\(X)= 1,

while jfgm dm = /<pm t/w = /c/|w| = |w|(A')= 1. But this contradicts T*m — m.

2.6. Lemma. Under the hypothesis of 2.5, iff\M = 0, then Tf\M = 0, so that the T0

of the Introduction is well defined.

Proof. First let m he in ext FX(T*), so / = 0 on supp(| m |). It x is in supp(| m \),

then by 2.5 supp(tx) G supp(| m |), so / = 0 on supp(ix), whence Tf(X) — 0. Thus

Tf — 0 on supp(| m |). But Krein-Milman easily implies that

M = closure U (supp(| m |) : m in ext F,(F*)},

so F/ = 0 on M.

2.7. The function ^- For the rest of the section we assume the existence of a

continuous \p which never vanishes, and satisfies Fi/>~' = ^_1. By 2.2 if m is extreme

in FX(T*), then on supp(| m |) we have \L~] = /^"'i/wrfm, and \p = am<pm, where

am = (irxdm)-\

(Such a function »// need not exist. For example, let X = R U {oo} (the one-point

compactification of the reals), and let F/(jc) = \(f(x) - f(-x)), Tf(oo) = 0. Then

T2 = T, M = X (since each measure of the form {-(8X — 8_x) is invariant), and

F/ = /implies/(0)=/(cc) = 0.)

2.8. The operator R. Let R/= T(f\p'l)\p. It is easy to check that R satisfies

condition (1) of the introduction and R"/= T"(f^)xp, R„f= Tn(f^~x)^. Thus R

is strongly ergodic iff F is strongly ergodic. Further properties of R are listed in

2.9. Proposition, (a) F(R) = \pF(T).

(h) Let W: F(T*) ^ C(X)* be defined by W(m) = ^ dm. Then W is a bijection

from F(T*) to F(R*), and if m is in ext FX(T*), then W(m) = a"1 d\m\ (am as in

2.7).

(c) R induces an operator R0 on C(M) which is Markov. Further, f in C(M)

satisfies R0f = / iff f is constant on supp(| m \) whenever m is extreme in FX(T*).

Proof, (a) is an exercise.

(b) To show that W maps F(T*) into F(R*), let m he in F(T*) and / in C(X).

Then

JRfdW(m) = JT(f^-')^-x dm = JT(f^)dm = j f$~x dm = jfdW(m),

so W(m) is in F(R*).  W is a bijection, since the same argument shows that

W~\m) = xpdm maps F(R*) into F(T*).

If m is extreme, then on sup \m\ , i//"1 = a~'(pm, so for/in C(X),

ffdW(m) = ffr' dm = a-mlffipm dm = ajjfd \m\ ,

so W(m) = a"1 i/l m | .
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(c) R0 is well defined, because if f\ M = 0, then f^-] \ M = 0, so Rf\ M =

7T/*írl)'// \M = Oby 2.6. To show R0 is Markov, first, since T\p~] — i//~'on M,

r0\(x) = Fo^-'X*)^*) = *"'(*)*(*) = 1,

so R01 = 1. Second, if x is in supp(| m |), where m is extreme, and/is in C(M), then

since supp(ix) C supp(| m |), we have

*o/(*)l = ffxí>-ldtxip(x) = ffañl<Pmdtxam<pm(x)

ffiPmdtx<\\f\\\\<pm\\\\tx\\<\\f\\.

Thus if jc is in supp(| m |), then IIR0r3J| < 1, and since R*¡8X(X) = R0\(x), it is a

probability measure. By the density of such x in M, R0 is Markov.

Finally to describe F(R0), it is clear that by (a), F(R0) = i¿<0F(F0), where

i/»e = ^ | M, so if / is in F(R0), it has the form / = \p0g with g in F(T0). If m is

extreme, g = kym on sup(| m |) by 2.2, and, hence, /'= \pg = am<pmkym = amk, a

constant on sup(| wi |). Conversely, if / G C(M) and is constant on each sup \m\ ,

say/= km, then since, by 2.5, x in sup | m \ implies sup(/x) C sup(| m \), we have for

x in sup(| m |) that

Rf(x) = T(frx)(x)t{x)=jfr'dtxt(x) = kmfipmdtx<pm(x)

= km9m{x)q>m(x) = km

(since 79m — cim on sup(| m |)). Thus R0f = f on sup(| w |) and, by the usual

Krein-Milman argument, we have R0f — f on M. (Note that when \b exists, R0 is

uniquely determined by F, although R need not be, since if x is supp(| m |), we have

R0/(x) = F(/9m)(jv)<pm(j0.)

2.10. Worked example. Let X = {1,2,3} and let F be given by

1/2

-1/4
0

Then

F(T) = Ix

-1/2

3/4
0

jc, y scalar\,

and

F(F*) = {x(l=i,0) +y(0,0, l):x,y scalar).

Extreme measures are mx = (\, =p, 0) and w2 = (0,0,1). Let

-a

b
a and ¿> nonzero.
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Then R is the matrix gotten by eliminating the minus signs in the T matrix (and

hence is independent of a and b), F(R) — ̂ F(T) is gotten by eliminating minus

signs in the formula for F(T), and likewise for F(R*).

2.11. Remark. Let B0 — W(FX(T*)), a weak-* compact convex subset of F(R*).

Since W is a convex function and a bijection on FX(T*), m is extreme in FX(T*) iff

W(m) — a"1 dm is extreme in R0. By Krein-Milman R0 is the weak-* closed convex

hull of these, i.e., measures of the form kp, where/» is a probability. This leads to the

hope that ergodic properties of Markov operators based on the analysis of invariant

probabilities (see, e.g., [A, S,,S3]) will in some sense be shared by the operator F.

3. Ergodic theorems. For the Markov case, Theorem 3.2 was proved by Robert

Sine [S3, Theorem 3]. The argument given there is apparently incomplete, although

Professor Sine has pointed out to me that the argument goes through after some

corrections (e.g., change "Baire" to "Borel"). The proof we give here is new.

3.1. Definition. Let E = {| m \ : m G ext(F,(F*))}. F is continuously scattered if

there is a family of continuous functions, each constant on the support of each

element of E, and sufficient to separate these sets. (If F is Markov, then each

member of the family will be F-invariant on M, but this does not hold in general.)

3.2. Theorem (cf. [S3,Theorem 3]). Let T be a contraction on C(X) and assume

there exists a in C(X) such that Ta = a and a ¥= 0 on M. Then T is locally strongly

ergodic iff it is continuously scattered.

Proof. Assume Fis locally s.e., i.e., F0 is strongly ergodic on C(M). If t//"1 = a\M,

then F0 satisfies condition 2.7 and, by 2.9(c), the induced operator R0 is Markov

and, by 2.8, strongly ergodic. By 2.9(b), elements of E are extreme invariant

probabilities for R0, and the existence of the separating family follows from

[S3, Theorem 3].

Conversely, suppose F is continuously scattered. Let F be the closed self adjoint

subalgebra of C(M) which is generated by restrictions to M of the separating family

plus \M. By 2.9(c), F C F(R0). To prove R0 is strongly ergodic it suffices, by the

separation criterion of the Introduction, to show that F separates F(R%) or,

equivalently, F(R%) n Fx = (0).

We show that F is a lattice. Let D be the equivalence class decomposition of M

determined by the algebra F, and let Y be the quotient space AÍ/D, furnished with

the quotient topology, which is compact T2 (cf. [S3]). This topology contains the

weak topology on M/D determined by functions in F and, since the latter topology

is T2, the two topologies are equal. By Stone-Weierstrass, F is essentially C(M/D),

and so F is a lattice.

As a first step to proving that F(R*)) D Fx = (0), we show that if m is an extreme

point of the unit ball of F(R*¡) n Fx , then supp(| m |) is contained in some D G D.

Suppose not. Because F is a self adjoint subalgebra, there exist / in F and c in R such

that if A = {x : /(jc) s* c) and B = M\A, then | m | (A) > 0 and | m \ (B) > 0. A

and B are Baire sets in M and, in fact, there exist bounded sequences /„ G F,
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g„ G F with /„(jc) - \A(x), gn(x) -* \B(x) for ail x in M. (E.g., let g(x) =

(f(x)+ II/ID/2H/II and </=(c + ||/||)/2||/||. Then g is in F, 0 < g < 1, and
d ¥= 0, since A ¥= M. Now A = {x: g(x) > d} and, since F is a lattice, we can let

/„(jc) = (min(g(jc), d)/d)", g„(jc) = 1 -/„(jc).)

If /c is a bounded Baire function on M, one defines R0/c(jc) = fkdrx. From a

standard result on transition probabilities, R0k is a Baire function. Since R%m = m,

and easy transfini te induction shows that for k Baire, fR0k dm = Jk dm. So since \A

is Baire, RqI^ is defined and, in fact, RqI^jc) = ^(jc) for jc in M, because

RolA(x)=JlAdrx = ]imJf„drx = \imR0f„(x) = lim/„(jc) = \A(x),

the next to the last step because /„ G F C F(R0). Hence I^jc) = rx(A), i.e., rx is

supported by A if jc is in A, and by B if jc is in B. This implies that for all g in C(M),

Ro(hg)(x) = f gdrx = \A(x)R0g(x).
•> A

Let t=\m\(A) and define mA(Z) - m(Z n A)/t, mB(Z) = m(Z n R)/(l - /),

so m — tmA + (1 — t)mB. Then mA # mB, and we achieve a contradiction to

extremeness if we show that mA and mB are in the unit ball of F(R*0) D Fx. To

show mA is in F(R0) (and likewise for mB), if g is in C(M), then

JR0gdmA =-f\AR0gdm = -fR0(iAg)dm=-f\Agdm=JgdmA.

(In the next to the last step we used JR0k dm — fk dm for k Baire.)

To show mA is in F-1, let g be in F. Since F is an algebra and I^jc) = lim/,(jc)

with/„ in F, we have fgdmA = lim(l /t)fgfn dm — 0, since m is in Fx .

The contradiction shows that supp(| m\) G D for some D in D. By the continu-

ously scattered hypothesis, D supports only one measure of the form \r\ , where r is

in ext FX(T*). In fact this implies that the space of elements of F(T*) supported by D

is one dimensional. To show this, suppose s is in ext FX(T*) and supported by D.

Then | s \ = \ r \ , or <pss = ¡prr. Since supp(| r \) = supp(| 5 |), 2.2 and 2.3 imply that for

some scalar k, q5s = k<pr on supp(| r\), whence s = kr. By Krein-Milman, if F(T*)D

— elements of F(T*) supported by D, then all elements in the unit ball of F(T*)D are

multiples of r, and so F(T*)D is one dimensional. (Implicit in this is the easily

proved fact that r is extreme in FX(T*)D iff it is an extreme point of FX(T*) with

support in D.) Now if F(R*)D denotes the elements of F(R*) supported by D, then

F(R*)D — W(F(T*)D), and so F(R*)D is one dimensional. So the measure m must

have the form m — W(kr) = ka~l \r\ , where r is extreme in FX(T*). Since m is also

in Fx and each element of F is constant on D, we get k = 0, and so m = 0. Thus

F(R*)n Fx=(0).

From now on we assume the existence of a as in the hypotheses of 3.2.

3.3. Theorem (cf. [S3,Theorem 4]). Suppose there exists on C(M) a strongly

ergodic contraction S such that F(Tq) — F(S*). Then T is locally s.e.
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Proof. In view of 2.6, we may assume X = M, by looking at F0. If m is extreme in

F,(F*), m = <pm | m | , then ^ = a„,<p„, on supp(| m |), and since F^T*) = F,(5*), we

have by 2.2 that S\p~x — i//"1 on supp(| m |), hence on M = X. Since 5 is s.e. and

satisfies the hypothesis of 3.2, it is continuously scattered, and hence so is T. By 3.2

again, T is locally s.e.

3.4. Theorem (cf. [A, Theorem 3.1]). Suppose there exists a contractive projection

S such that TJ - 0 *// Sf = 0. Then T is locally s.e.

Proof. As in Remark 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 of [A], we prove FX(T*) = FX(R*), and

then apply 3.3.

3.5. Theorem (cf. [S,,Theorems 2.2, 2.7]). Assume (a) ^"' G F(T) and (b)

\\p(x)\— 1 for all jc. Then T is strongly ergodic iffypF(T) separates the probabilities in

uV-'F(F*) = W(F(T*)).

Proof. R is a Markov operator, since by (a), Rl = F(^~')uO = i//-1)// = 1, and by

(b), HRII < ||^|| H^-1 II = 1. Since F(R) = ¡LE(T) and F(R*) = 4>~[F(T*), our result

is just [S,, Theorems 2.2 and 2.7] applied to R.

3.6. Remark. If (a) and (b) of 3.5 hold, then since F(T) is the range of a

contractive projection, [F-R,Theorem 4] implies that F(T) is isometrically *-isomor-

phic to C(K) for some compact K.
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Added in proof. I can now prove Lemma 2.5 without the assumption that there

exists a in F(T) with a ¥= 0 on M. This leads to a weakening of hypotheses elsewhere

in the paper, e.g., in Theorem 3.2 we need only assume that Ta = a on the set M

rather than on all of X.
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